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Chapter

Narrativity in Becoming  
Sex/Gender
Rogena Sterling

Abstract

Most discussions of sex and gender development are discussed as science and expressed 
as a linear progression from birth as one step as biology develops of which the psychosocial 
self is built upon. Though biology is an important to a person’s being, including any modifi-
cations to it for a variety of reasons, it is not controlling of a person’s identity. At the same 
time, the concept that biology is a material that is malleable of which a person’s gender is 
constructed. A person can find in their inner psychological being their true self as male or 
female that may or may not reflect their assignment at birth. Neither of these tell story of 
life. A person’s sex/gender is a narrative becoming over time from pre-birth through their 
death. Becoming includes, when permitted, spiritual and cultural aspects in addition to 
biological, psychological, and social aspects. When understood within such a narrative, a 
person’s becoming (development) that reflects their identity as a gender-sex.

Keywords: narrativity, becoming, sex, gender, sex determinism, social 
constructionism, development

1. Introduction

Traditional societies have long considered what it means to be male or female, 
masculine and feminine. Ancestors have watched the sun and the moon for clues 
and signs as to natures of man and woman, masculine and feminine [1]. The 
creation stories around the world have always included roles of masculine and 
feminine in forming the world as we know it and its organizing principles [2–4]. 
Moreover, many places around the world did not organize their society within 
fixed, mutable concepts of positional understanding of masculine or feminine, 
but in the sense of balance, and acknowledged other possibilities of existence in 
between being male or female [5–9]. Both in human and animals, there has been 
recognition in diversity and transformative powers in the early times of society 
[1, 10, 11]. These societies had their own narratives on sex development and these 
remained throughout time.

Western narratives in sex and development have origins that can be traced back to 
medical and nonmedical philosophers over the last 2000 years. In Particular, the ideas 
from Aristotle, Plato, and Galen were influential medical thought on sex and develop-
ment [12]. The ideas of how sex developed by these medical minds are somewhat 
strange today but set the early beginnings of scientific and medical understanding of 
sex development from the seventeenth century [12, 13]. For example, Aristotle did 
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not see men and women as identical but nor did he see them as polar opposites [12]. 
Through the expansion of the Roman Empire, there was a strong influence of religious 
ideals of sex which had held until the seventeenth century. Of interesting note, and 
seldom discussed of Western thought, intersex people have been used to understand 
the true nature of sex and what it could or should mean and understanding normal and 
abnormal development [14].

From the seventeenth century with pioneering new medical and scientific tech-
nologies, it was possible to understand sex diversity in its elements such as genetics 
and chromosomes, hormones, enzymes, anatomy such as genitals and gonads, and 
the many others. These have been important to understanding how sex develops. This 
chapter does not intend to reproduce detail of each of these in defining what they are, 
their variations, and involvement in development. There are many textbooks and 
articles explaining each of these.

The chapter focuses on the narrative of the understanding of sex and develop-
ment. Science as with every area of life is explained and understood through narra-
tives. Facts never speak for themselves, rather they are understood within schemas 
and worldviews through those narratives. Sex and development is a good example of 
one such point. Science has demonstrated much diversity is the elements considered 
to make up sex – chromosomal, genetic, gonadal, internal genital, external genital, 
pubertal, and psychological [13]. These have been understood for some time now. Sex 
development through the elements of sex is understood through narratives, and these 
narratives affect people’s lives, physically, psychologically, and socially. Biologist Joan 
Roughgarden asks how do two fertilized eggs that start out looking about the same 
end up producing two adults as different as a man or woman, drag queen, or CEO 
[11]. How we understand the question and how it is narrated is of interest in this 
chapter. What is called normal and how it affects people who are outside normal is 
also important.

From narratives taught at school through to academic articles and books, the idea 
that biology controls development of the body. It is seen as a natural, biological pro-
cess that begins from the joining of the two gametes – the egg and the sperm. From 
this point, a linear development progression begins that leads to a human being. It is 
that developing body that interacts with society. The chapter identifies how the cur-
rent narratives either reinforce a biological essentialism or diminish the importance of 
biology in the narrative through social constructionism. There are issues with narrat-
ing through a biological essentialism of sex while also using a social construction of 
gender. Development cannot be reduced to either.

Rather the chapter focuses on the need to consider an alternative version 
of develop that is not focused on development like a mechanism nor as a social 
construction of development. The alternative is one of sex/gender narrative of 
becoming. It is a means of embodiment as through embodied being becomes 
from pre-birth through death. It is a narrativity of becoming that recognizes 
both a biological and social, and cultural being interacting with the surrounding 
environment.

The purpose of the chapter is not to debate the physiology, but how the narra-
tives of these in development occur. It will do so through the differentiating between 
sex development or sex becoming. As the chapter will illustrate, the difference in 
the narrative is the difference of how people react to the body and the outside world 
throughout their life and also how medicine and society reacts to people of sex/
gender diversity.
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2.  Failure of biological determinism and social constructionism in 
understanding sex/gender

Before continuing on the focus of sex and gender development, it is important to 
have a brief discussion of particular framings that have been utilized in interpreting 
sex development. These framings have often limited discussion and the historicity of 
such framings have often either been ignored or been forgotten in relation to discus-
sion of sex development.

The two framings of focus here that influence the discussion of sex development 
are biological determinism and social constructionism. The influences of both of 
these have had political impact on the biological and social lives of people over the 
last many hundreds of years. In particular, these framings have had negative impact 
on diversity of sex and gender. It is important to break these down to understand the 
nuggets of truth in them, if there are any, and separate from issues to have oppressed 
groups of people.

2.1 Biological determinism

Biological determinism is the basic idea is that there is an underlying true essence 
that discontinues between forms of the essence and has a constancy in the absence of 
change over time (p. 13) [15]. Biological determinism represents the claim that the 
present states of human societies are the specific result of biological forces and the 
biological “nature” of the human species [16]. Biological determinism refers to the idea 
that human behavior originates in and is dictated by biological entities or processes, 
either innate or constitutional (p. 16) [17]. The essence indicates that certain phenom-
ena are natural, inevitable, universal, and biologically determined, and any variation is 
attributed to the imperfect manifestation of the essences (p. 10) [15].

Biological determinism of sex thus is the criteria that determine as two discrete 
true forms – male and female – with no overlap or ambiguity. The biological traits 
(genetic, hormonal, neuro-atomical, and so on) determine a person’s sex as male or 
female development through life (and holds their place in social life) with a hetero-
sexual orientation (p. 10) [15]. Furthermore, it suggests that not only the biological 
traits, but also psychological and orientation reside within the individual as essence of 
their being (p. 13) [15].

Cultural determinism is another form believing that there are determinist 
attributes of being male or female that continues the Western ideals, for example, 
through gender. Gender is the viewpoint that women and men do differ because 
of socialization and that women are at least equal to and possibly superior to men 
[19]. It is another way to foil for biological determinism except for the biological 
but including virtually everything in the human social world such as capitalism, 
colonialism, urbanism, poverty, sexism, racism, social structure, imperialism, 
family structure, and an assortment of other social, economic, and political 
variables [18].

2.2 Social constructionism

Social constructionism is the any social influence on individual experience 
[15]. Burger and Luckman propose that reality is socially constructed, and that the 
sociology of knowledge must analyze the process in which this occurs [20]. Social 
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constructionism is not the trait of the individual such as taken from an essentialist 
position. Social constructionism sees it as a process external to the individual [15]. 
It suggests that the power and structures have control over the individual, and their 
traits are non-consequential. Moreover, while essentialists suggest universal values, 
social constructionists acknowledge there may be some universal traits, but there is 
no universal standard for such traits (p. 15) [15].

Social constructionism is often reflected through the notion of gender and 
development. The idea is that gender is not reliant on biological development, but 
the social structures in which the individual develops. It is not the gendered traits 
of the individual but the result social processes that are external to the individual 
that impact upon any traits of the individual [15]. Gender is defined by interactions 
between people, by language, and by the discourse of a culture [15]. Rather than 
conceiving of sexuality as an unchanging individual essence that we might trace over 
time, we can investigate its contingency upon historically specific frameworks of 
thought and practice (p. 91) [21].

2.3 Critique of both

Sex and gender development is still framed as both oppositional and disembodied. 
Like many concepts referred to in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, they are 
seen as either/or concepts. While one framing focuses on biology or physiology drives 
development and behavior, the other framing disregards it in favor of the social and 
institutional derivation.

Basing sex/gender development in either biological determinism or social con-
structionism is both misleading and has negative impact on people, but especially 
those who do not fit within the ideals of male or female. Intersex and transgender 
people who have had various names over the years have been the most severely 
impacted through these framings and still continue till today. Both deny or ignore 
critical elements of how human beings become who they are.

Though Western feminists in particular long criticized the notion that the 
behavior and abilities of women are uniquely determined by their biology [22], they 
adopted the social constructionist framing established by medical professionals from 
psychological theory – plasticity thesis. While trying to overcome being bounded 
by biology, they shift the focus from biology to psychology, while maintaining the 
oppositional binary of being male or female.

What these narratives of biological determinism and social constructionism 
indicate are binary understandings and how the Western concepts of opposition 
hold in discourse. Science in all of its forms from biological through social science 
has been influenced by such discourses. Science is a process of narrating around the 
discover of facts and evidence. In itself, it is a set of information that is available to 
be women into narratives. These narratives are also influenced by ideologies and 
their worldview. It is time for a different discourse that recognizes truths while not 
essentializing individuals into a particular structure and form. It is also necessary to 
understand that people are not just machines open to receiving and performing or 
adopting social structures.

Though a person’s biology does not define a person’s life, it is still very impor-
tant in the development of a person. The consideration of biology as a mechanical 
system or a controlling essence do a disservice to the embodiment of people and 
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their life experience. The implicit denial of the biological events of our lives has 
also failed to appeal to people’s ideas of “common sense” [22]. At the same time, 
nonrecognition of the effects and/or interconnections of society and the environ-
ment also neglect major impacts on a person and development. Both determinism 
and constructionism in its forms deny connectedness and agency of the person and 
community.

3. Narrating the development or becoming of sex/gender

Understanding the framing of sex/gender, it is now possible to begin to consider 
the narrating of the sex and gender development or becoming. Narrating is core to the 
human experience. Human beings are self-reflexive, narrative beings transformed its 
raw experiences into abstractions [26]. Becoming indicates a person with capabilities 
and agency, a life plan, make choices and responsible to others [27]. It is organic yet 
susceptible to significant environmental, social, and cultural influences, for example, 
it assumes that it includes meaning and is value laden [27].

Self-narration is an experience of temporal dimension that gathers events together 
into a coherent and meaningful structure that gives significance to the overall con-
figuration, that is, the person [28]. Narration cannot be only understood in objective 
social categories, and these cannot adequately account for the lived dynamic aspects, 
rather resulting in reductive and reified understandings [28].

To ensure an illustrative difference, the chapter will discuss a difference between 
the development of sex and gender and (sex) becoming. The distinction is important 
as it illustrates how these narratives are written into people’s lives and what impact 
these narratives have.

Development since the early 1600s has been used to infer improvement, but for many 
individuals and collectives has resulted in quite the opposite. In terms of sex and gender, 
development implies a procedural sense or something being developed. It also indicates 
that such processes will follow linear paths from the beginning to the end. There is a 
determinist connotation within development and questions as to whether there is agency 
or autonomy possible in development. Development also suggests that that any devia-
tions from the linear development processes are abnormalities. A clear example of such 
deviations is a population referred to as having disorders of sex development [29]. While 
there is a diversity of possibilities of the various biological parts of becoming, those not 
part of the ideal type are considered out of the normal, abnormal, or atypical.

In contrast, becoming is used to suggest organic nature of “becoming a person.” 
Becoming involves more than an individuated process. It has a multitude of influ-
ences and interconnections from the social, spiritual/cultural, and environmental 
embodiment of the person. Further, individual becoming always involves and is 
part of community sustenance and identity. Becoming is ongoing with the possibil-
ity of transformation from pre-birth through death. It is not linear nor immutable. 
Becoming is a narrativity of the socialized sex through the embodied physiological 
being with the surrounding community and context depending world.

This part of the chapter will discuss sex and gender development and the dif-
ferences and similarities. It will also set out how biological determinism and social 
constructionism are or are not embedded in sex/gender development. It will then 
move to sex becoming and how that differs from sex/gender development.
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3.1 Sex and gender development

To begin with, it is important to briefly describe the common narrative of sex and 
sex development. The common narrative also indicates particular understandings of 
what is abnormal, even disease, and outside of the common narrative. These varia-
tions outside of the norm have had impact on people outside of the standard ideal of 
the heterosexual male or female.

The narrative of sex/gender and its development must begin with the structures 
upon which it is based. That is, there is a norm, a standard pattern all life follows and 
that norm states that sex is an oppositional binary of being male or female with the 
male includes particular biological characteristics while the female has other charac-
teristics. There are other general characteristics that are shared between the two –  
males and females.

3.1.1 Sex development

The narrativity of sex development has an assumed foundation of an egg repre-
senting female and a sperm representing male. These are discrete and oppositional 
and the only possibilities. Females have XX chromosomes and particular physiology 
while males have XY chromosomes and particular physiology distinct from females. 
There are three core assumptions: it is binary (two different forms, male and female) 
which have distinct anatomical structures and biological functions; each form has 
different physical characteristics; and each form has different psychological and 
behavioral characteristics [30, 31]. There are two different species as male and female 
and not just two different reproductive systems (women have ovaries, a womb, and 
lactate while men are sperm producers) [32–34]. There are many texts defining these 
differences. Outside of these are mistakes of nature or abnormalities.

Sex development begins as process-based and linear. The very beginning of devel-
opment is where the egg and the sperm meet and the egg provides an X and the sperm 
either an X or Y chromosome. Depending on what gene is provided from the sperm, 
X or Y, will determine if the newly formed zygote is a male or female. The zygote then 
begins the development process into either male physiology or female physiology. 
The presence of a Y chromosome makes the embryo develop as a male (individu-
als with Y will develop testes); in its absence, the default development is along the 
female pathway (ovaries will develop) [33]. Sex development theory assumes a master 
template (a master gene) as the norm that triggers a subordinate gene which cas-
cades to downstream genes in a descending hierarchy of control [11]. As an analogy, 
development occurs as though a bowling ball was accurately rolled to hit a genetic 
kingpin at just the right spot and cause all the genetic bowling pins behind to fall 
down in perfect order and producing a normal baby is bowling a genetic strike [11]. 
This assumes there is a close linear association of “3G” sex – genetic, gonadal, and 
genitals – as core markers of sex [33]. The sex will then lead to the direction of other 
related sex characteristics. The chromosomes lead to a linear development of other 
anatomical structures including those often referred to as sex structures (e.g. ovaries, 
testes, uterus, scrotum, vagina, and clitoris) and most importantly the brain and the 
neural system [35].

From the time of birth, the linear development continues along the chromosomal 
pathway albeit at a slower pace until puberty. At puberty, sex development continues 
with “secondary sex characteristics” of body hair, breasts, voice, pitch, menstruation, 
and sexual sensations and desires [13, 35, 36]. One’s biological sex further develops 
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into adulthood. Later in life, other factors change such as menopause in women. Up 
till recently, it has also been assumed that this determined sex will also determine 
one’s sexual relations, and hence the system of heterosexuality.

Development assumes an oppositional binary whereby from chromosomes to 
hormones to gonads to secondary sex characteristics there are only two choices: male 
(XY) or female (XX). The assumption is social sex social roles and function, expres-
sion follows on from sex development as male or female as biology established [37]. 
In another words, sex is understood here as a status determined by nature that unfurls 
into sociopolitical roles. Sex is so fundamental in the developmental program and 
experience is secondary to that of development in forming the male brain and male 
nature, or to a female brain and female nature [33].

The general sex development theory at its core is biological determinism. It infers 
that social development derives from the biological essence. The narrative imposed 
on these development systems upholds the oppression based on biological systems. 
It also maintains that any variation and difference is abnormal or not socially 
acceptable.

3.1.2 Gender development

Prior to the 1950s, the term gender was not used, and social roles, expressions, and 
others relations to sex came within the umbrella of the term “sex.” The assumption 
was that the development of biology would extend to the developing of matching 
social roles and expressions and so on of society. When held strictly to such ideas, 
it became biological essentialism in that the person’s biology dictated the person’s 
position and function in society. Enforcement of biological determinism has led to 
sex oppression over the years, which has been often centered through patriarchy. 
Biological determinism of race and sex which began in the seventeenth century was 
recognized as having large social repercussions, especially for women and people of 
sex diversity [38]. Feminists have long criticized biological determinism that subor-
dinated women to the behavior and abilities of women uniquely determined by their 
biology [22].

Gender as a concept and understanding arose with the rise of plasticity of human 
being [24]. The psychological theory posited that human beings are malleable or 
there is a plasticity of human beings [24]. This was the idea that humans are malleable 
beings and not fixed and subordinated to biological traits such as race and sex. It has 
its roots in the work of Konrad Lorenz concept of imprinting into dominance and 
adopted by Dr. John Money in establishing gender to imprint intersex people into the 
male–female binary [23]. The biological morphology (outer (and sometimes inner)) 
body was malleable and alterable [25]. The intersex and transgender persons’ bodies 
were alterable to fit the assigned or re-assigned gender. Dr. Robert Stoller extended 
the concept of gender to suggest that once a gender was assigned at birth, biology 
virtually superfluous except to medical professionals and produced the raw material 
(linear development) upon which gender developed which became known as the sex/
gender split [23, 25, 39–42].

Gender indicated that irrespective of the diversity of biology, a person’s develop-
ment began from the assignment of gender at birth along with any necessary altera-
tion of biology to match that assignment. A person’s gender identity derives from an 
inner sense of self – the psychological self – that usually matches the assignment at 
birth [23, 39, 43]. That sense of self develops social cues around them into the mas-
culine and feminine person they were assigned to be. Gender development enables 
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a concentration on the development psychological phenomena such as thoughts, 
behavior, and personality [23, 39]. A person has the ability to take roles that are 
not based on their biology in society and therefore be equal to each other – that is 
equality of man and woman (at least in theory). Gender development is the way a 
person perceives, expresses, and experiences sex identity within social relations of a 
social-political environment through imposed expectations (such as getting married 
and having children), norms, qualities, and behaviors upon an individual which vary 
across history societies, cultures, and classes [11, 44–49]. Gender development is a 
complex process within the sociopolitical world. It is an integration of one’s “inner 
sense of being male or female” experienced within the sociopolitical expectations and 
is influenced by other’s view of themselves [50].

Gender development begins at the time of birth, though some cues are even learnt 
pre-birth. Late in the pre-birth process, the fetus recognizes cues of acceptability 
within society of what it means to be their gender [51, 52]. After birth and by the age 
of 5 years, a child recognizes their gender; however, the child also recognizes the what 
gender recognition is acceptable or needs to be concealed/suppressed within the social 
setting and expects them to be [53, 54]. Through the early years, the infant continues 
to pick up those cues around them. As the child develops, they encounter endless 
gender clues and hints in the real world including gender stereotypes, encouraging or 
discouraging words, expressions, or body language from others, and sex segregation 
of adult social roles [33]. These clues and hints are taken on board in the person’s gen-
der development. Consciously or unconsciously, developing gender with its associ-
ated patterns of permitted freedoms is quickly understood including the boundaries 
of that gender [34].

From childhood onward, gender development is fortified through internal and 
external sense of their psychological self [13, 36]. Development includes socially 
appropriate cues of being male or female including the socially constructed roles, 
behavior, activities, and attributes [55]. Development is reinforced through carers, 
whether it is family or other members of society their own social interests in the 
child’s gender becoming are reinforced [56]. These considerations influence one’s 
inner sense of self as expectations about the characteristics men and women have, 
and as gender norms dictating double standards for how women and men should 
behave, influencing people’s interests, self-concept, performance, and beliefs about 
capabilities in gendered domains [33].

Moreover, as one matures, one continues to author gender as cued by relation-
ships, society, and sociality [56]. This continues with the child as their status as sex 
determined, and gender authored. This becomes their sociopolitical status of life 
which is not escapable. It is central to and entangled within one’s social and legal life 
of recognition and relationality. At an early age, they pick up on cues about acceptable 
and non-acceptable relationships, even though they yet may not know their favored 
sexual relationships [53, 54]. As they turn to their teens, they begin to form relation-
ships usually favoring culturally accepted values, such as heterosexual [53, 54]. The 
infant uses these ques. as a guide together with the gendered world around them in 
becoming their gender. These relationships primarily adhere to the sociopolitical way 
of life.

Gender introduced by Western feminists into the public sphere derived from 
and was based in the work of Dr. John Money and Dr. Robert Stoller. They accepted 
that through gender it was possible to socialize a person into an assigned sex stable 
sexed subject [23]. The focus of the theory was to normalize intersex and transgender 
people into the male female binary as they were creating ambiguity of the two-sex 
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system. The sex/gender split introduced by Dr. Stoller was essential to feminist work. 
Removing biology as the root of the diversity enabling a capturing of these popula-
tions and normalizing them with the binary, oppositional system. Moreover, gender 
did not interfere with the broader institutional, patriarchal system, but only remove 
biology as an essence upon which it was built. This enabled women to be equal in 
social and psychological development as men. It was this idea that feminists adopted 
introducing gender into the public sphere [23, 39].

3.1.3 Variation and sex/gender development

Western science has had an interesting relationship with biological diversity. 
As far back as the Greeks such as Aristotle and Plato, there was recognition of the 
diversity of being beyond male or female even though there was little acceptance of 
them as full human beings [12, 14]. Since the modern science period, there has been a 
large discovery of various diversities of sex and gender.

Sex development and diversity are not generally considered as possibility.  
When sex development ranged beyond the standard norm, they as considered as 
abnormal sex development. Though sex diversity was not fully accepted, especially in 
the West, under various names people we call intersex and transgender people today 
still existed.

Due to greater awareness of biological diversity and social unrest of norms 
including increasing awareness and recognition of gays and lesbians, and fear 
of communism, there was a need to protect the binary and diminish and erase 
diversity [23]. Gender was such an institution to remove sex and maintain the 
binary including its meaning and basis in society. Dr. John Money established 
gender it was to erase the possibility of intersex people and ensure they conform 
to being male or female to fit into society. He believed that in spite of the physi-
ological characteristics, intersex children were malleable and could be assigned a 
gender – male or female – and raised accordingly [57]. Once assigned, there may 
be necessity to change the child’s body to match the assignment – completing what 
nature did not finish – and encourage child and parent bonding and development 
of gender [25].

Dr. Robert Stoller also worked with Money’s notion of gender in his work with 
transgender people. Transgender was earlier understood as a biological reality, but this 
was transformed by Stoller as an independent psychological phenomenon (p. 31) [23]. 
The development of gender identity as a psychological reality shifted sense of embodi-
ment that transgender people once had (p. 99) [25]. Though transgender people may 
have desired transformative support of particular biological parts, they still would 
relate to the world through their body. The focus of gender changed that indicating 
that the relationship was through their psychological being.

Both for intersex and transgender people, they were seen as diseased and in need 
of a cure [11]. By fixing these groups, they could live successful lives in society. Such 
an implementation of social construction upon the bodies and lives of these groups 
was still rooted in biological determinism – the belief that there are only two human 
which are male or female.

Though gender was an attempt to overcome the problems of biological determin-
ism, through using social constructionism, it is questionable to what extent it has 
done so. Gender and its development are underpinned by cultural determinism based 
in the male and female ideal (minus the control of biology). It has not freed society 
of the shackles of the binary understanding of the world as an immutable state and 
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erased diversity. Though there is a use of the term gender diversity, it is in the sense of 
social constructionism and not including biological diversity such as intersex people 
exemplify nor does it provide for and enable embodiment.

3.2 Narrativity in becoming a sex/gender

The development of sex and gender indicated a linear process of development 
as either male or female. Any deviation was a developmental error. This has led to 
nonrecognition of people who are no longer recognized as a person without the help 
of medicine to rehabilitate them into the standardized norm as a male or female, even 
if it was the opposite to that assigned at birth (as with transgender people).

Narrativity of becoming is not just a different name but indicates a different way 
to understand a narrative of how a person becomes who they are. As mentioned 
earlier, it is organic interaction and interconnections of their embodied being within 
a social-cultural and environmental place. Embodiment moves beyond the body 
as a bodily form to a conception that through the body provides realms of agency, 
practice, custom, and so on [58]. It infers social relationality and connectedness – a 
sense of belonging. Embodiment indicates the agency and experience of the world 
through a person’s bodily form, mediated from physiology within and the cultural, 
social, political, and environmental world without [58]. Becoming throughout their 
life is inclusive of overlapping and intersecting multiplicities such as sex/gender, race, 
ethicality, class, (dis)ability, and so on. Becoming is a process of evolving, reinvent-
ing, or transforming nature. [62]. It is a mediation between stasis and change [28, 63] 
where nothing is resolved or in closure, yet often contradictory as it accommodates 
the emergence of new possibilities or transformations of the whole and the parts of 
one’s becoming [50, 62–66].

The very beginning of sex becoming is prenatal. As various physiological interac-
tions begin, there are decisions made as to “pathways” of becoming of the future 
being. Each physiological part of a person is a the consequence of dozens of different 
genes and numerous pathways by which cells are assembled, differentiated, and 
assigned alternate functions in sex becoming [13]. Even chromosomes do not operate 
in isolation but require certain biochemicals called enzymes to makes the genes effec-
tive [11]. As Joan Roughgarden suggests as analogy, it is like a committee (chromo-
somes, hormones, enzymes, and other physiological members) that meets throughout 
becoming even at the early physiology stages before society and culture even have 
become part of the person’s becoming [11]. This analogy is important to indicate that 
diversity in biology and physiology is important in becoming but is not an automatic 
process but organic with multiple possibilities.

The processes continue from the time of birth. The only difference is that from the 
time of birth the social, cultural, and environmental members of the committee have 
more voice on the committee that they had pre-birth to continue the analogy further. 
Becoming continues through childhood, adolescence into adulthood. Even late into 
the later stages of life becoming, or even slowing of life, continues. Becoming is a 
recognition of the interconnectedness not only of the people around them but also the 
land from which they derive.

Sex becoming is the embodiment of being and belonging as male, female, both, 
or neither relating how they see themselves, and how they think others see them, in 
performing social roles, expressions, and functions through their biological body 
[51, 59–61]. Such a becoming enables people to connect with their spiritual and 
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cultural ancestral beings and contribute to overall human potentiality and com-
munity sustenance and identity. Although sex becoming will always in and through 
social relations, the relations will not necessarily completely define us where reci-
procity exists and there is respect for uniqueness of being.

Becoming is organic enables transformative possibilities. Though it recognizes 
biological and physiological importance, it is not as a controlling force as in biologi-
cal determinism. Rather, it is in the sense of embodiment, that is through the body 
(whether it is in the form that one is born with or has been transformed due to medi-
cal necessity or gender-confirming need) with the social and environmental intercon-
nectedness. What becomes clear is social constructionism does not provide the basis 
for embodiment and interconnectedness but leads back to a type of determinism.

4. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was not to go through the various biological mechanisms 
involved in sex development. As mentioned near the beginning, there are numerous 
texts out there providing eloquent discussions of the various parts and their functions 
in the development process.

Rather, the chapter has aimed to focus on the narratives used in describing the 
development process. All facts are only understood when incorporated within a 
narrative. As noted in the chapter, all meaning is understood through narratives. 
Whether in early times, in the modern era, or the technological era, narratives are 
how humans understand the world. It is through these narratives that it is possible to 
indicate what something is worth and how it is valued. The narratives are also central 
to social organization and understanding how a person fits into the world around 
them and what functions they may have within society.

Sex and gender development narratives are bound within narratives that have been 
maintained over many years through religious and scientific dominions. The early 
understanding was through early form and the more direct biological determinism. 
Though it has largely been debunked regarding race, there is still a strong support for 
such ideas today regarding sex and sex development. Many of the texts do not use the 
words today but when read contextually still maintain such a theory.

The introduction of social constructionism, however, was aimed to curve the 
impact of sex determinism, or at least that is how some in the gender studies have 
argued. The idea of social constructionism is that biology should not and does not 
control destiny. Though there was oppression linked to biology as destiny, and hence 
the purpose for introducing social constructionism, at the same time it has led to the 
abandonment of embodiment. Furthermore, in particular for sex/gender develop-
ment has been implemented as the same ideology as a binary, oppositional system of 
male and female only not based on biology determining future roles and functions 
of people. The result has been a cultural determinism and enforcement of a Western 
ideal of what is means to be male or female and the spreading of its particular narra-
tive of sex/gender development.

The group or population that has suffered the most of both of these ideas has 
been those of sex/gender diversity. While under sex biological determinism has 
led to limited or no recognition and acceptance, under social constructionism it 
led to enforced transformation into assigned or reassigned genders which often 
also involved changing the morphology of the body to match their newly assigned 
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genders. A greater impact for both intersex and transgender people was the loss of 
embodiment as the move to gender concentrated a person’s knowledge and sense of 
oneself was based in their psychology. Not only did it deny a relationship with the 
person’s body and being, but also it was an individualizing process separating people 
from community and connectedness. The effect of social constructionism, or even 
it could be argued cultural determinism, was a loss of ability to develop a diversity 
of being, for example as intersex or transgender, that was outside of the framing of 
maleness or femaleness.

Realizing development as a becoming enables a return to embodiment. It is a rela-
tion to the body (even if it be transformed from that at birth) and at the same time, 
a relatedness to the social and environmental world around them. Mover, becoming 
was organic, not linear nor immutable. It provided a means of agency yet still had 
bounds of social and cultural responsibility.

Understanding development as becoming recognized the complex organic being 
with multiple interconnected communicating with each other. From both internal 
and external directions, the physiological, social, psychological, and cultural multi-
plicities communicate and discuss at various stages of becoming of what possibilities 
there are and which direction to become. It is an ongoing process that continues 
through death where even some cultures would suggest that some of these multiplici-
ties continue becoming in some way.

Becoming does not deny that there are external forces, yet at the same time recog-
nizes that agency derives through the embodied being, and not simply a psychological 
sense of self. It is a means of acknowledging a cultural and spiritual connectedness of 
being along with its collective identity rather than the individualized and atomized 
notion of being. Becoming is a narrativity of the socialized sex through the embodied 
physiological being with the surrounding community and context depending world.

Understanding development through a different paradigm does not deny biologi-
cal or physiological reality but does change the narrative of how life, society, and the 
surrounding environment connect and organize together. It provides a narrative of 
cohesiveness yet respect for difference and uniqueness, while individuals have duties 
to one another. As such, it provides a space of relationality rather the separateness and 
individuality that derives from sex/gender development.
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